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Interdependency of School Culture and Climate and SEL

“SEL cannot flourish in a school independent of
positive and supportive school and classroom climates,
just as systematic efforts to build student and adult
social and emotional competencies contribute to
nurturing classroom and school climates.”
Berg, J., Osher, D., Moroney, D., and Yoder, N (2018). The
intersection of school climate and social and emotional development,
(2017), p.4
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Presentation outline
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Present qualitative
findings that deepen our
understanding about the
role of the school culture
in fostering SEL
This data is based on
discussions with
students, teachers,
parents and community
members in Malawi and
Uganda

Research Questions

What are the social and
emotional competencies that
are important for children to
become “happy, successful
adults and good citizens”?

What are the
characteristics of schools
that foster a sense of
belonging?

What teacher and school
characteristics help students
develop social and
emotional skills?
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Methodology

School selection was based on high performance (>95th%ile) on
measures of safety, caring teachers, and gender responsiveness.
Malawi

USAID/Malawi Early Grade Reading
Improvement Activity (MERIT); data
from National Assessment of Safety
and Inclusion in Schools (NASIS
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Uganda

USAID/Uganda Literacy Achievement
and Retention Activity; data from
baseline survey on school climate,
gender attitudes, and SRGBV

Methodology

APPROACH

Develop
concept of
social and
emotional
development

Define
valued social
and
emotional
skills locally

Identify
unifying
qualities of the
school

Focus groups
and interviews
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Qualitative
Methods

Determine
school and
teacher
qualities that
foster SEL

Participatory
processes

Valued social and emotional competencies
Valued Social and Emotional Competencies by Discussion Groups
in Malawi and Uganda
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Sense of Self

Teachers
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Pro-social
Behavior
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Valued social and emotional competencies: Inter-personal relations

Everyone talks about:
– Pro-social behavior
– Trustworthiness
– Loving, friendly interactions
Teachers, SMC talk about:
– Cooperation

Photo: RTI staff, USAID EdData Ii,
Ethiopia, 2010
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Interpersonal
Relations

Parents talk about:
– Peaceful communication
– Loving one another
– Respect
– Calm, humble
interactions

Valued social and emotional competencies: Emotional Processes

Empathy and compassion were the most
talked about emotional qualities, leading to
pro-social behavior.
“Self-belief, knowing who you are” helps
students to control moods and behavior,
overcome challenges, react to different
situations appropriately, and builds
resilience (Teacher)
“Knowing others” is associated with respect
for other persons viewpoints and freedom
of expression and also understanding the
moods of others, which helps students to
resolve disagreements.
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Emotional
Processes

Photo: RTI staff, USAID EdData Ii,
Malawi, 2010

Valued social and emotional competencies: Cognitive regulation

‘Thinking processes’ are supported
by and support other social skills:
– Thinking before doing helps you
control your moods
– Understanding other viewpoints
builds flexible thinking
– Inter-personal cooperation helps
you think through steps to solve
problems

Photo: ZAMBIA, EdData
II, data collection, 2012
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Cognitive
Regulation
“A loving teacher who
appreciates their students
builds..
– Attention and listening
– Completing assignments
– Time management
– Concentration
…which helps students
understand and do well”

Valued social and emotional competencies: Agency

When enabled, SEL builds agency
“..when the parent is forcing the child
to go to the farm instead of school,
sometimes the child might choose to
go to school; his choice is on school
and not on going to the farm”
(Parent)
“..important to try to do
something to get what you
want” (Student)
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Agency and
Sense of Self

”You need to know
what you want to be in
the future and by
knowing it you will be
able to work hard in
education in order to
achieve what you want
to be in life” (Teacher)

Photo: Olutindo indoor residual spraying launch,
Uganda, Claire Gowan, RTI, 2015

Teacher qualities that foster SEL
Teacher Qualities that Support SEL by Discussion Groups
In Malawi and Uganda
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Teachers

Uses No
Beating in
Class
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Good Moral
Behavior

Parents

Respects
Differences
and Allows
Student Voice

Teacher qualities that foster SEL: Country comparisons
Teacher Qualities that Support SEL: Country Comparisons
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Uganda
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Teacher qualities that foster SEL: Encouragement and assistance

For students,
encouragement spells love.
"I always get encouraged by
my teachers because they
always advise me not to be
absent from school and this
makes me to be encouraged
in the process and that is
the point when I know that
the teacher really loved me.”
(Student)
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Encouragement
and Assistance

Encouraging and assisting students is
how teachers ‘teach’ social skills.
“We encourage students to….
– form good peer groups
– solve problems together
– have hope
– express themselves openly
– know right from wrong and do the
right them

Teacher qualities that foster SEL: Quality instruction

Students are happy because
teachers “teach well” … “at this
school we have hardworking
teachers”
“I am happy because we have
good teaching of all subjects”
and I am able to understand
well.”
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Photo: Girls writing, Sokoto state,
NIGERIA, EdData II, 2015

Quality
Instruction

Teachers talk about how instruction
supports SEL:
– Studying the child helps us to
understand challenges and talents
– Nurturing talents gives hope
– Appreciation of efforts, even
mistakes, helps children
concentrate
– Engaging students helps children
express themselves

Teacher qualities that foster SEL: Friendly and positive relations with students

Friendly Positive
Relations with
Students

Students talk about how
much their teachers love
them – ‘just like family’
– Encouragement is love
– Friendliness is love
– No beating is love
– Teaching morals is love
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‘When a teacher is
friendly and
approachable children
are able to listen and
concentrate and pick
up on what is being
taught” (Teacher)

Characteristics of the school culture (school values) that foster SEL: Country comparisons
School Characteristics that Support SEL: Country Comparisons
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Extra-curricular
Activities

Violence PreventionExcluding Corporal
Punishment

Child Protection

Malawi

Uganda

Positive
Discipline

Inclusion and.
Equality

Role of Play

How does the culture or ‘values’ of the school foster SEL?
Cooperation
Extra-curricular
Activities
Freedom from
Violence

Emotional
Processes

Inter-personal
relations

Cognitive
Processes

Emotional,
Physical,
Social, Safety

Child Protection

Moral
behavior

Positive Discipline
Inclusion and
Equality
Role of Play
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Sense of
Belonging

Selfexpression
Agency

What unifies teachers, students parents and school management? What promotes attachment?

Student, Teacher, and Parent Cooperation
Studying and understanding the Child
Building social skills and unifying students,
teachers, parents, and community through sports.
Positive Teacher-Pupil Relations Unifies
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